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• Frost & Sullivan research.

Today’s IVR provides anytime, anywhere access to financial transactions 
and services. As the world continues to go mobile, are you taking 

advantage of what is possible? Read our white paper!

http://www.genesys.com/about-genesys/resources/frost-sullivan-from-old-school-to-next-gen-ivr

MAKE YOUR IVR A TRANSACTION HUB

Web Voice Social Media SMS/Text Mobile

IVR blends with all customer interaction 
channels to help your customer get what they 

need, when and where they need it.

Video

MODERNIZED IVR IS NEEDED TO CAPITALIZE 
ON TODAY'S MOBILE CONSUMERS

In today’s mobile world, IVR presents 
personalized, contextually aware visual or 

auditory information for the customer.

Customers can

Experience multi-modal 
interactions

Customers can hear or see 
transaction history, trading 
information, and other detailed 
financial information online, on their 
phone if more detail is required.

Expect to be known
Customers are routed to the correct 
agent based on their interaction 
history.

Connect with advisors
Customers can be connected to live 
financial advisors via click-to-call or 
click-to-chat options.

Receive notifications
Outbound fraud alerts enable the 
customer to engage with IVR to view 
and confirm questionable activity; if 
needed, the IVR then provides a “click 
to call” option to speak with an 
agent.

Secure hands free access
Voice authentication provides “voice 
as a password” access to financial 
transactions.

Take advantage of 
geolocation and picture 

taking
Customers can use their phones’ 
geolocation to find the nearest ATM, 
or they can use the camera to take 
pictures of checks to deposit.

Help 
customers 

manage their 
money

Stay 
informed

Push outbound 
fraud 

notifications

Deliver 
information and 

support

Offer mobile 
banking services

IVR PULLS IT ALL TOGETHER

FINANCIAL SERVICES EXPERIENCE
It’s More than Bricks and Mortar

within the next 
two years in 
North America 
and Europe

23%

2 YEARS

Use of speech recognition in 
IVR will grow

EVERYONE’S TALKING TO IVR




